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This is because the setup bacs command Click Yes to install the Broadcom Click No if BASP teaming
SNMP Service Check CIM Provider The Confirm File Deletion screen will appear. When selected,
The all zeroed value This parameter will never be zeroed. The possible values This value can never
be zero. RED indicates Link Status only applies to Broadcom The Network test This function is used
to test If the test fails, the network The test fails if the computed checksum is The network The
software measures the cable quality This utility allows The name and status of the selected adapter
is displayed below. The status The unit is in MHz. The blue graph is the IEEE 802.3ab limit and the
If the cable loss If the cable loss red curve is below the cable loss If the return loss red curve
superimposes Any available adapter can be configured Each member in the Load Balance Member
list shares the The selected The user can either select The user can select Unassign The user can
either select Each adapter can belong This displays the Add New Team window. A Team Name
cannot The maximum number of members in Standby Members only If an adapter is not fully
supported, Then select This displays the. To set an adapters IP address, The benefit of this is that
your server can have With a VLAN you can couple the If you attempt To use VLAN ID zero, simply
check These adapters are not currently The selected Click Save. As shown below, it contains Click
Yes to If the configuration Click Apply to complete the restoration. Until Statistical This counter is
incremented when the This does not include frames This counter is incremented when Frames
transmitted to multicast addresses This counter is incremented when the ReceiveStatus This counter
is incremented when the result of This counter is incremented Frames involved in any collision are
not counted. The adapters are available with either two ports or four ports and are supported on
ThinkSystem and System x servers.http://www.roletyhanarol.pl/files/cybex-pro-plus-manual.xml
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This guide is intended for technical specialists, sales specialists, sales engineers, IT architects, and
other IT professionals who want to learn more about the adapters and consider their use in IT
solutions. The adapters are available with either two ports or four ports and are supported on
ThinkSystem and System x servers. With four copperbased Gigabit ports on a single PCI Express 2.0
x4 interface, the adapter provides the density and capacity you need to support large numbers of
virtualized systems on one server. When installed in a Lenovo server, these cards assume the
server’s base warranty and any warranty upgrade. Older servers are not shown. A current list of
Lenovo trademarks is available on the Web at. It is compatible with the installed base of GbE
switching and cabling infrastructure commonly deployed today. They are compatible with the
installed base of GbE switching and cabling infrastructure commonly deployed today. It is a highly
integrated solution that combines enhanced analog front ends with digital adaptive equalizers,
ADCs, phaselocked loops, line drivers, LDPC encoders and decoders, echo cancellers, crosstalk
cancellers, and all required support circuitry. This support enables sharing the network interface
with the IMM2 and the operating system, thereby eliminating the need for a separate management
network SRIOV delivers higher performance and lower CPU utilization with increased virtual
machine VM scalability. QLogic NPAR enables up to four physical, switchagnostic,
switchindependent NIC partitions per adapter port. Dynamic and finegrained bandwidth
provisioning enables control of network traffic from VMs and hypervisor services. When installed in
a System x server, these cards assume your system’s base warranty and any Lenovo warranty
service upgrade. A current list of Lenovo trademarks is available on the Web at. Magic Packet is a
trademark of Advanced Micro. Devices, Inc. Red Hat is a trademark of. 21 Feb
2017.http://xn----7sbakn3aoflleitf3m6a.xn--p1ai/userfiles/cybex-q25ci-manual.xml
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This article provides information on common issues encountered in Broadcom Advanced Control
Suite version 4 BACS4 on Windows servers. 2 Mar 2017. Article Summary Use these instructions to
install and configure the Broadcom Advanced Control Suite 3 BACS 3 on the server core. Chapter 1
Starting and Using BACS 3. Configuring BACS User Interface Options. Figure 4 Device Management
By Type Page. 1. Run Broadcom Advanced Control Suite. 2. Click Team Management. 3. Right click
on Team and select Create a Team. 4. In the Welcome to the Broadcom. 2 Mar 2010. This is a demo
of creating a basic NIC team using the Broadcom Advanced Control Suite on Dell PowerEdge R710.
Installing the Broadcom Advanced Control Suite and Related. Management. 4. After you review the
license agreement, click the box to accept the terms in the. 5 Oct 2012. Issue After upgrading from
Broadcom Advanced Control Suite 3 BACS 3 to Broadcom Advanced Control Suite 4 BACS 4 or
installing. 1 Apr 2008. 4. Entering commands keys. Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 manual at.JUMBO
Frame setting in NIC properties, will verify this in BACS 4 too. Windows Vista 32Bit Windows Vista
64Bit. 10.4.4. Sunday, July 01, 2007. In computer networking, the term link aggregation applies to
various methods of combining. 3 Proprietary link aggregation; 4 Linux bonding driver. Supports IPv4
and IPv6; Supports Broadcom Advanced Control Suite BACS; Suppors. Table 4. Support for servers
with Intel Xeon v2 processors. Selecting the Advanced Tab in Windows Server 2008 or Windows
Server 2008 R2. Installing Broadcom Advanced Control Suite 4 and Related Management. 4. Click
the Details tab. Ethernet NIC Driver Support Image4. On the details tab, a line similar to the
following. Start the Broadcom Advanced Control Suite Reload to refresh your session. Reload to
refresh your session. Choose a saved cart, or shop our products now.

The FlexStat was also chosen as an Editors’ Choice product in the printed October 2010 issue of
Commercial Building Products.Six inputs for external sensors are also provided. If a remote space
temperature sensor is connected to one of the inputs, the FlexStat can be configured to use remote
only, average, highest, or lowest reading. The BAC1 3 xxxx series, with a builtin CO2 sensor, uses
Automatic Background Calibration Logic, a patented selfcalibration technique designed to be used in
applications where CO2 concentrations will drop to outside ambient conditions approximately 400
ppm at least three times in a 14 day period, typically during unoccupied periods. The BAC1 3 xxxx
series, when properly configured, complies with CA Title 24, Section 121c, as well as subparagraph
4.F. The BAC1 4 xxxx series is designed for zones with continuous occupancy. The BAC1 2 xxxx



series can have a remote CO2 sensor connected to one of the external inputs. All models are
available with three levels of Demand Control Ventilation DCV sequences when using applications
with a modulating economizer option and an internal or external CO2 sensor. Among these are The
onboard library of programs permits a single model to be rapidly configured for a wide range of
HVAC control applications. Thus, a single “one size fits all” FlexStat model can replace multiple
competitor models. A single BAC120163CW, for example, can be quickly configured for any of these
application options This enables a local KMC systems integrator to adapt the standard library to the
unique site needs and applicationspecific requirements of a particular project. Mounting a
BAC12xxxx FlexStat on an old BAC10000 3input mounting plate will damage the
FlexStat.Responsive and Supportive People. Choose a saved cart, or shop our products now. The
integrated alarming, scheduling, and trending enable these BACnet Advanced Application
Controllers to be powerful edge devices for the modern smart building ecosystem.

http://fscl.ru/content/elite-screens-manual-series-84-pull-down-projector-screen

They easily mount to terminal boxes by securing a “V” clamp on the shaft and securing a singlescrew
antirotation bracket. The controllers feature simple, menudriven setup choices using an STE9000
series digital sensor, which can be installed permanently as the room sensor or used temporarily as
a technician’s service tool. For installations with a BACnet building automation system, these easily
integrated controllers signal demands for higher static duct pressure, cooler or warmer supply air,
and other diagnostics for AHU optimization. Responsive and Supportive People. I had a lot of
Trouble with Windows 8.1 RTM. Its only a 1 GE card. My guess is they are trying to convince
customers to upgradeThe vendor of the card is the one that supplies the driver. So I am not sure
what you mean when you say they dont have any drivers forAnd this BACS is not ready for Windows
2012 R2. I had a lot of Trouble with Windows 8.1 RTM. It is holding up my entire cluster conversion.
Page Count 14 PowerEdge Systems. Important Information GuideNOTE A NOTE indicates important
information that helps you make better use of your computer. CAUTION A CAUTION indicates either
potential damage to hardware or loss of data and tells youWARNING A WARNING indicates a
potential for property damage, personal injury, or death. All rights reserved. This product is
protected by U.S. and international copyright andMinimum supported iDRAC, BIOS, System
Firmware, and RAID controller driver versions. 4. Dell Systems Management support for Microsoft
Windows Server 2012 R2.7. Multilingual operating system media for Windows Server 2012 R2. 7.
PreInstalled Virtual Machine. 7. Retrieving Integrated Dell Remote Access Controller iDRAC IP
address. 8. Utility to switch system between a Graphical User Interface GUI and Server Core
mode.8. Update 1 rollup for enhanced performance and reliability.9Booting to iSCSI or FCoE
fails.10. Yellow bangs in device manager for Dell 12th Generation Servers. 10.
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Internet Explorer compatibility with iDRAC. 10. Broadcom BACS software fails to launch. 10. Drivers
without inbox support.11Documentation matrix. 12. Contacting Dell.13. Downloading and installing
drivers and firmware.13. Documentation feedback. 14Windows Server 2012 R2PowerEdge systems.
Minimum supported iDRAC, BIOS, System Firmware, and. RAID controller driver versions. Table 1.
Supported Minimum iDRAC6 Version For 11th Generation Servers. Platforms. BIOS Support. Dell
PowerEdge R610BIOS Support. Dell PowerEdge M910Platforms. Dell PowerEdge T20. Dell
PowerEdge R220. Dell PowerEdge R920. Dell PowerEdge M820. Dell PowerEdge R820. Dell
PowerEdge R720. Dell PowerEdge R720xd. Dell PowerEdge R620. Dell PowerEdge T620. Dell
PowerEdge M620. Dell PowerEdge M520. Dell PowerEdge R520. Dell PowerEdge M420. Dell
PowerEdge R420. Dell PowerEdge T420. Dell PowerEdge R320. Dell PowerEdge T320. Table 3.
Supported Minimum BIOS Versions For 11th Generation Servers. Dell PowerEdge M915BIOS
Support. Dell PowerEdge R610Platforms. Dell PowerEdge T20BIOS Support. Dell PowerEdge
R320Windows Server 2012 R2. Dell OpenManage 7.4 and later supports Microsoft Windows Server
2012 R2. For more information aboutGuide. Multilingual operating system media for Windows
ServerWhen you power on your system for the first time orWith the new multilingual operating
system media, you have the flexibility to reinstall the operatingTo deploy the operating system using
the multilingual DVD mediaNOTE Simplified Chinese and Traditional Chinese images are provided
in separate DVDs. PreInstalled Virtual Machine. If you select enable hyperv role at dell.com, you are
provided with a preinstalled virtual machine. You. Manager to import virtual machines on this
system, under Microsofts normal licensing restrictions.



ForNOTE The virtual hard disk VHDx attached to the VM is of dynamically expanding type which
canTo increase the virtual disk space, create a new virtual hard diskTo convert the Dell provided
virtual hard disk from a dynamicallyTo activate the VM created using the sysprepped VHDx file, use
the virtual product key on the certificateIf your server is shipped with the datacenter edition ofYou
can perform security updates using standard methods before placing the system into
productionCAUTION It is recommended that you create a backup of the VM. Dell will not provide
aRetrieving Integrated Dell Remote Access ControllerThis folder is in installedThis module includes
commands that allow you to access the iDRAC IP address from the operatingTo retrieve the iDRAC
IP Address, type the following command, and press. GetiDRACIPAddress. This function retrieves
IPv4 values only. NOTE This script must be tested with all your applications and supported Server
Core roles beforeUtility to switch system between a Graphical User. Interface GUI and Server Core
modeThe module includes a function that allows you to configure yourFor security reasons,
PowerShell script execution policy is set to restricted by default and must beIt is recommended to
set the execution policy back toFor more information about how to change the execution policy,To
use the provided module, at an elevated Windows PowerShell command prompt, type theTo view the
list of available commands, type the following command and press. To convert from Server with a
GUI mode to Server Core mode, type the following command andUpdate 1 rollup for enhanced
performance andThis update 1 package from Microsoft enhances performance and reliability and
also resets the servicingThis package contains windows server 2012 R2. Rollup updates released
from the GA to March 2014. For more information refer the followingDescription. When trying to
install Windows Server 2012 R2 operating system on an iSCSI or.

FCOE LUN, you may see a failure either during the operating system installation orResolution. This
is a known issue. This issue has been fixed in operating systems preinstalledFor more
information,Yellow bangs in device manager for Dell 12th Generation. Servers. Description. After
installing Windows Server 2012 R2 on Dell PowerEdge 12th Generation. Servers, two yellow bangs
appear in the Device Manager under Hidden DevicesResolutionInternet Explorer compatibility with
iDRAC. On Windows Server 2012 R2 with Internet Explorer 11 browser, the iDRAC GUIResolution.
For the iDRAC page to display correctlyBroadcom BACS software fails to launch. Broadcom BACS
software fails to launch after installation on Windows Server 2012The following are a list of drivers
without inbox support. Software RAID PERC S110 on the Dell Value Line of Servers. QLogic 246x



and 256x Fiber Channel series Dell adapters. AMD and NVIDIA AddOn display driver for Dell 11th
Generation and 12th Generation PowerEdgeShared PERC8 RAID Controller on the Dell PowerEdge
VRTX. Matrox G200W and G200eR embedded video controllers. Dell PCIeSSD storage controller.
Intel Romley Chipset Management Node Driver. NOTE For more information on drivers without
Inbox Support, see Windows Server 2012 R2 RTMDocumentation matrix. The documentation matrix
provides information on documents that you can refer to, for setting up andTo. Refer to. Install your
system into a rack. Rack documentation included with your rackSet up your system and know the
system technicalGetting Started Guide. Install the operating systemGet an overview of the Dell
Systems ManagementDell OpenManage Systems Management Overview. Configure and log in to
iDRAC, set up managedIntegrated Dell Remote Access Controller Users. Know about the RACADM
subcommands andRACADM Command Line Reference Guide for. Launch, enable and disable
Lifecycle Controller,ControllerUse Lifecycle Controller Remote Services. Dell Lifecycle Controller
Remote Services Quick.
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Set up, use, and troubleshoot OpenManage Server. Administrator. Dell OpenManage Server
Administrator User’s. Install, use and troubleshoot OpenManage. Essentials. Dell OpenManage
Essentials User’s Guide at. Know the system features, remove and installRefer to. Know the features
of the storage controller cards,See the event and error messages generated by the Dell Event and
Error Messages Reference Guide atContacting Dell. NOTE Dell provides several online and
telephonebased support and service options. If you do notAvailability varies by country and product,
and someTo contact Dell for sales, technical support, or customerservice issuesThe support page
that lists the various support categories is displayed.The support page that lists the various support
categories is displayed. Downloading and installing drivers and firmware. It is recommended that
you download and install the latest BIOS, drivers, and systems managementNOTE Ensure that you
clear the web browser cache.Service Code field. NOTE If you do not have the service tag, select
Automatically detect my Service Tag for me toDell products to select your product from the Product
Selection page.The drivers that are applicable to your selection are displayed.File Type Extension
pdf. PDF Version 1.6. Linearized No. Page Count 14. Page Mode UseOutlines. Tagged PDF Yes.
Language EN. Title Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2 Important Information Guide. Author Dell
Inc. Subject Users Guide. Producer Antenna House PDF Output Library 6.1.469 Windows x64;
modified using iTextSharp 5.1.3 c 1T3XT BVBA. Create Date 20140730 0822170800. Modify Date
20140805 1200510500. Trapped False. Productcode mswinsrvr2012r2. Typecode ug.
Typedescription Users Guide. Languagecodes enus. Publishdate 20140805 000000. Expirydate
99990909 000000. Readytocopy false. Isdeleted False. Futureproductindication No.
Categorypathforfutureproducts. Filesize 334. Isrestricted False. Creationdate
D201407300822170800. Moddate D201408051035460500.

If you continue browsing the site, you agree to the use of cookies on this website. See our User
Agreement and Privacy Policy.If you continue browsing the site, you agree to the use of cookies on
this website. See our Privacy Policy and User Agreement for details.If you wish to opt out, please
close your SlideShare account. Learn more. You can change your ad preferences anytime. It depends
on the individual skill set also. You can get help from research paper writing. Check out, please
www.WritePaper.info Abstract. This white paper provides an architectural overview and
configuration guidelines for deploying Microsoft. Using the knowledge gainedGuide for SQL Server
documents best practices that can help speed SQL Server 2005 solutionDell Reference Architecture
for Microsoft SQL Server 2005 on Windows 2008 ServerNavisphere, and PowerPath are registered
trademarks of EMC Corporation; Microsoft, Windows, and. Windows Server are registered
trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Other trademarks and trade namesDell Inc. disclaims any
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proprietary interest in trademarks and trade names other than its own. Dell Reference Architecture
for Microsoft SQL Server 2005 on Windows 2008 ServerArchitecture deployed on Windows Server
2008. It will outline best practices for configuring Dell serverServer 2005 for an optimal solution
deployment. This Reference Architecture Guide is intended to help IT professionals design and
configure Microsoft. SQL Server 2005 database solutions using Dell servers and storage that apply
best practices derived fromThis white paper provides a recommended approach forServer 2008x64
Enterprise or Standard Edition. Dell Deployment Guidance whitepapers provide a fast timetomarket
by performing point in time testingDell Deployment Guidance whitepapers document the testing
results in the form of a technical white paperDell Deployment Guidance whitepapers for SQL Server
are delivered online at. Overview of this White Paper.

The balance of this white paper will provide the reader with a detailed view of the Dell Reference.
Architecture for SQL Server 2005, best practices for configuring the hardware and software
componentsArchitecture Overview. An architectural overview of the Dell Solution for SQL Server
2005 is shown in Figure 1 below, comprisedDell Reference Architecture for Microsoft SQL Server
2005 on Windows 2008 ServerDell PowerEdge servers are designed to deliver the highest
performance for critical enterprise applicationsAs proprietary systems areUse Hardware and
Software that are Tested and Validated by Dell. Using hardware that is on the Solution Deliverable
List SDL at the end of this paper, can help ensure theSimilarly, to help assure the performance and
stability of your Dell Solution for SQL Server, it isNICs, storage arrays, and other components as
listed in the SDL and Server Catalog. NOTE In SQL Server 2005 failover clusters, it is recommended
that all nodes be configured with identicalStorage Configuration. Configure Storage Host Bus
Adapters. Depending on the configuration of your Dell Solution for SQL Server 2005, either the Dell
PowerVault. For configurations with the MD3000 itDell Reference Architecture for Microsoft SQL
Server 2005 on Windows 2008 ServerThis can be accomplished using two singleport Fibre Channel
host bus adapters HBAs, or using a dualTo configure dual storage array controllers for a Power Edge
Server hosting SQL Server 2005, follow theFor a list of validated HBAs, consult the Solution
Deliverable List at the end of this paper.Configure Disks for SQL Server 2005Before data can be
stored, the physical storage capacity must be configuredDepending on the storage array in the
solution, different terms may be used to refer toServer operating systems, and by the OS to SQL
Server 2005.

Throughout this paper, the terms in Table 1A disk group MD3000 or RAID Group CX3 is a set of
physical disksEach group of physical disks provides theTable 1 Storage Logical Entities and
TerminologySQL Server 2005 uses three specific storage areas TempDB, Transaction Log File, and
Data files for userSQL Server 2005. TempDB is a shared working area for all databases on the
server, for various activities,ORDER BY clauses, queries using DISTINCT, cursors, and hash joins.
Therefore, the required size of the. TempDB area can vary depending on the type and complexity of
database queries. Complex queries thatTempDB more extensively and will require additional storage
space for this purpose. In addition to TempDB, SQL Server 2005 also maintains a Transaction Log
File for each database. The. Transaction Log File stores the details of all the modifications made to a
SQL Server database and theThis information is critical for maintainingIn SQL Server 2005, data for
user definedThis data file contains user defined database objectsAll databases have at least one data
file and at least one. Dell Reference Architecture for Microsoft SQL Server 2005 on Windows 2008
ServerData from a given database is physically stored in one of the data files allocated to thatIt is a
best practice to separate the TempDB and Transaction Log files onto their own virtual disks
onFigure 2 illustrates a sample disk group andWhen designing the storage layout, various
considerations need to be evaluated depending on the businessThese considerations include the
followingThe following figure is a sample storage layout on a MD3000 storage array with separate
virtual disks for. TempDB, transaction logs, and data files. Because of the RAID5 data set, this
example is better suited readRAID5 provides good performance and offers higher. However, RAID5



is lessThe maximum.

MD3000 storage configuration can be expanded to include up to two MD1000 storage enclosures,
for aFigure 2 Data Warehousing on MD3000 storageTable 2 and Table 3 illustrate recommended
virtual disk configuration and sizes forTable 2 SingleSocket Server Storage ConfigurationDell
Reference Architecture for Microsoft SQL Server 2005 on Windows 2008 ServerWhen possible, the
disk groups on which the transaction logs,RAID 1 provides protection from drive hardware failure.
For the disk group containing the data files. RAID 5 provides a cost effective alternative especially
for predominantly readonly workloads such as aHowever, RAID 5 is not suitable for writeintensive
workloads, such as in an. OLTP database, due to the additional overhead associated with rereading
the data, calculating parity, andEach virtual disk created in storage will be mapped to one partition
at the OS level. Depending on yourFor details on operating systemNetwork Configuration. This
section provides best practice recommendations for setting Network speed, configuring Network.
Interface cards NICs and using IPv6, which is installed and enabled by default with Windows
ServerThe best practice is to have the public IP address registeredFor a single server running SQL
Server 2005, it is recommended that at least two network interfaces areFor a SQL Server 2005
cluster, each server must contain at least two network interfaces one for the cluster. Interconnect
heartbeat, and one for client connections public. It is recommended that a third networkSet Network
Speed and Duplex. Although automatic detection of network adapter and link properties such as link
speed and duplex isTherefore, it isConfigure NIC Teaming.

To help guard against network access failures, PowerEdge servers can be configured to provide
redundantUsing NIC teaming software, two NIC interfaces on the PowerEdge server canProvided
the NICs are from the same vendor, NICFailover occurs transparently to the SQL ServerNOTE In a
SQL Server 2005 failover cluster, NIC teaming can only be used on the public network. NIC.
Teaming is not supported on the heartbeat network. Configure Failover Cluster Networks. When
deploying a SQL Server 2005 Instance on a Windows Server 2008 Failover Cluster, ensure that
youUse Static IP Addresses for Cluster Nodes and Clustered SQL Server Instances. All cluster
networks should be configured using static IP addressing. This reduces the chance that SQL. Server
2005 resources will become unavailable due to failures of DHCP servers or other networkEach node
should use a static IP address for its public and private networkUse a Dedicated Network or Virtual
LAN VLAN for the Cluster Heartbeat. The cluster public and private networks must be configured to
use distinct IP subnets. Further, it isIn a twonodeThe gigabit EthernetAlternately, a dedicated switch
or VLAN can be configured for the nodeUse IPv6 to Improve Network Security in Windows Server
2008. The size of an address in IPv6 is 128 bits, which allows for large address spaces. In IPv6,
IPSec support is aFailover clusters fully support IPv6 for both nodetonode and nodetoclient
communication. For more information on IPv6, please refer the link belowSet the NTFS File System
Allocation Unit Size. All SQL Server volumes, including those used for Data, Logs and TempDB,
should be formatted using the. NTFS file system, and it is recommended that the allocation unit size
for these volumes be set to 64 KB 2. Dell Reference Architecture for Microsoft SQL Server 2005 on
Windows 2008 ServerSystem in this document.

Disk Partition AlignmentHistorically, manual steps were required to ensure that this metadataIn
Windows Server 2008, this is no longer a concern, because theFor detailed information,
pleaseConfigure the File System. In SQL Server 2005, each database consists of at least one data file
and at least one transaction log file. AsTo achieve optimal performance that scales withIf these files
shareTherefore a decision toFor example, a PowerEdge server with a single quad core processor
should have four data files for eachDell Reference Architecture for Microsoft SQL Server 2005 on
Windows 2008 ServerThe following table illustrates a sample file system configuration for a
quadcore, dualsocket host server;Drive Letter Folder Name Format Used for. The number of
TempDB data files should equal the number of CPU cores. Refer to section Configuring. TempDB



files below for more details. Check Total Memory Allocation. When you allocate memory for multiple
instances of SQL Server clustered or nonclustered, make sureDeploy SQL Server in an Active
Directory Domain. The primary recommended method for security and account management in SQL
Server is through Active. Directory domain user accounts, using integrated security. This allows for
greater security at multipleUsing Windows authentication provides ease of integration withNOTE
Cluster nodes running SQL Server 2005 must belong to an Active Directory domain. It isProvide
High Availability for SQL Server.
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